
Iannis Xenakis evening at the State Opera 

Passion meets algorithms 

A rare treat: In the New Workshop of the State Opera, some of Iannis Xenakis' most 
prominent percussion compositions can be heard for two hours.

In France, along with Olivier Messiaen and Pierre Boulez, he is one of the triumvirate 
of the most famous post-war composers. And yet one should be glad to encounter 
the works of Iannis Xenakis - the Greek who spent most of his life in Paris - every 
jubilee year in the concert programmes. 

Even rarer is the chance to get fully involved in his compositions for two hours - as 
now in the New Workshop of the State Opera during the last edition of the festival 
"Infektion! The new artistic director Matthias Schulz has just abolished this, because 
he is of the opinion, not without justification, that new music must naturally be part of 
the main programm. Some of Xenakis' most prominent percussion compositions 
could now be heard. The young solo percussionist Alexandros Giovanos comes from 
Athens, studied at the Hanns Eisler University in Berlin and co-founded the Berlin 
Opera Lab.

Singer Martin Gerke gives it all 

The tranquillity that Giovanos radiates contrasts starkly with the dervisch-like energy 
with which he leads the thick sticks over the drums in the two-part "Rebonds A & B", 
working out the overlapping rhythms. Xenakis, who fought in the resistance against 
the Nazis, was more than just a composer, especially an architect - for twelve years 
he worked as Le Corbusier's assistant. In Giovanos' passionate interpretation one 
feels the algorithms, the chaos theory, the stochastic and geometric influences on 
Xenakis' music - without being able or having to hear them in detail: pulsed 
mathematics. With "Komboi" Xenakis brings the harpsichord (interpretated by Ermis 
Theodorakis) into the 20th century. Electronically amplified, the baroque instrument 
loses everything huddled up, gets its very own aggressiveness, it becomes a 
fascinating counterpart to the percussion, which also includes flower pots, which are 
literally clay pots here. Especially with the vibraphone, which has a similar sound, the 
harpsichord enters into an interesting melange of sounds, the two seem to have a 
chattering conversation, while the conventional percussion is almost too loud at 
times, too brutal for the rather small room.

In "Kassandra" singer Martin Gerke gives it all, hissing and hysterically howling the 
notes in length, clamps every now and then - Ritsch! - on a psaltery called primeval 
zither, sings almost throughout at a very unhealthy pitch for baritone, which also 
makes him tinge turquoise red. And yet it is precisely this alienation effect that 
creates a suction that hardly anyone can escape. Finally, another piece for solo 
percussion, "Psappha" from 1975: Giovanos makes the sound crumble, each beat 
resounds in seconds of silence as if Wotan was playing himself. Not a sensory 
sedating "stomp", but rather an appreciation of every single note that leads to a 
furious finale. The audience follows this thunderstorm of percussion with its own 
enthusiasm.


